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Contemporary Art, Activism, and
Symbolic Value

by Alex Alberro.

The concerted politicization of art in the past decade transcends radical themes
in artistsʼ and curatorsʼ work and the relationship between museums and art
workers. It even goes beyond the professionalized paradigm of “social practice
art” grounded in liberal ideals of civic dialogue. [1] Art s̓ recent politicization
involves a comprehensive questioning of art institutionsʼ legitimacy by their
publics. Artists practicing new kinds of activist art respond to contemporary art s̓
diminished moral and political soundness owing to its overly intimate liaisons with
the art market. They target museums, galleries, fairs, festivals, magazines,
schools, and public cultural agencies with protestations concerning the ways they
operate, the officials who govern them, the patrons who underwrite them, and the
donors and sponsors who sustain them as government funding becomes harder
to secure. They subject art institutions to public scrutiny, highlighting their
complicity in perpetuating, concealing, or neglecting unjust and oppressive
practices. [2] In the United States alone, “creative direct actions” by groups such
as Working Artists for the Greater Economy (W.A.G.E.), Decolonize This Place,
Occupy Museums, Not An Alternative, Chinatown Art Brigade, and Gulf Labor
Artist Coalition have included petitions, pickets, strikes, boycotts, divestment
campaigns, and occupations. [3] In this respect, the art activistsʼ strategies recall
earlier demands by Tucamán Arde, Art Workers Coalition, Women s̓ Workshop of
the Artistsʼ Union, Black Emergency Cultural Coalition, L̓Atelier Populaire, the
Guerrilla Girls, and others that administrators grant artists more significant roles in
the governance of art institutions. But today s̓ art activists have shifted the critical
focus from the relationship between art institutions and their workers towards
sponsors and institutions. They seek to hold the institutionsʼ administrators
accountable to their own avowed stated commitments to cultural education, civic
engagement, public discussion, aesthetic enrichment, and moral leadership and
behavior beyond the market s̓ dictates. They have collectivized their power into
movements and threats that the institutions cannot afford to ignore. [4] 
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Contemporary art activists call on their peers to embrace new strategies for a new
era. They are “engaged in a simultaneous negation and affirmation of art,” a
“dynamic articulation of art and direct action,” a visualization of power structures,
and a resocialization of the commons in the face of post-Fordist cognitive
capitalism s̓ efforts to restructure it. [5] Many have left the “feudal system of art
(with its institutional chateaux, its exploitation of subjectivities, its embedded
critics)” and associated themselves instead with local grassroots organizations.
[6] Others, echoing their late-twentieth-century institutional critique
predecessors, juxtapose the field of art s̓ normative self-understanding with the
material actuality of the social relations that currently form or articulate it. But
today s̓ art activists are more pragmatic than melancholic or deconstructive.
Instead of seeking to restore a foundational set of castaway social democratic
values or to visualize the systemized set of presentational techniques, elements,
and procedures in operation, they shift the focus of grievance from attempts to
regain the art field s̓ lost promise and understand the logic of its exhibition
apparatus s̓ authority and subject-producing mechanisms to align it with counter-
publics in the face of intensifying social and political emergencies. [7] These
counter-publics reconstitute social relations not by exposing and critiquing
contemporary art s̓ underlying systems of power and presentation but by forming
movements to contravene them. They transmit truth claims, radical pedagogies,
militant research, and non-orthodox types of knowledge production, such as how
human agents can resist and counter epistemic injustice. In this respect, art
activists veer beyond the realm of practice deemed appropriate by the
contemporary art s̓ established institutions, and their work becomes
indistinguishable from radical politics.

Contemporary art activists align with art groups worldwide to treat their work s̓
aesthetic component as inseparable from its social aims and refuse to
differentiate between their art and politics. [8] They step from critique to strategy,
confronting art institutions without relying on them. They flirt with dissolving the
category of art altogether into an expanded field of collective social engagement
and creativity, leading to counter-cartographies and new subjective and affective
assemblages against undemocratic forms of control. [9] The “collective creativity”
liberates sensory and imaginative aspects of art “from their intuitional enclosure
to participate in the construction of new forms of life-in-common.” [10] It
generates aesthetic manifestations of “infrastructural critique” that are
inseparable from political aims. [11] Whether it be the production of posters,
flyers, masks, puppets, light projections, protest signs or banners, a museum
occupation that presents itself as a site specific happening, or the performance of
a strike action in which artists take on an organizing function in creating a
collective assemblage of authorship, audience, and distribution networks



embedded in political struggle, artists inflect the new art activism with aesthetic
concerns. Infrastructure for them signals a view of contemporary art s̓ institutions
as sites of “material, social, and cultural resources” that artists can redirect “in
solidarity with broader social movements.” [12]

 

Tactically, contemporary art activists mobilize the conditions under which the art
field steers its officialsʼ agendas. They target areas of the field such as museums
and galleries where reputation is key, antagonizing their officials and creating
publicity crises and unanticipated predicaments for their governance and
operation. They appropriate the distinct logic of contemporary art institutionsʼ
public and private stature. When art collectives like Global Ultra Luxury Faction
(G.U.L.F.), Staub zu Glitzer, or MOMA Divest occupy and shut down museums or
art spaces, the institutionsʼ authorities justify their decisions to clear these sites
as soon as possible as administrative and economic imperatives. [13] They need
to reopen the museums, suppress the occupationsʼ participants and content, and
regain the territories to show trustees and sponsors that they are in control. The
efforts aim to keep nervous patrons confident that their investments in prestige
are safe and dissuade them from turning their backs on the institutions. But
repeated instances of protest, and the sheer number of artists involved, puts the
effectiveness of these efforts to calm patrons in question. 



While taking aim at specific policies and practices of museums, information
platforms, educational sites, and the like, the activism campaigns seek to hold all
of the art infrastructure s̓ sectors into account. They recognize that since the
public expects cultural institutions to maintain some appearance of social
responsibility, trustees and sponsors pay as much attention to the institutionsʼ
symbolic value as to their operating fundamentals. As much as well-reviewed
shows and programs and balanced operating budgets, the reception of leadership
behavior drives the status and worthiness of institutions and the likeliness of their
receiving available public funds and significant private “gifts.” Skepticism about
this behavior and unfavorable public media attention can be enough to affect the
confidence of patrons in an institution s̓ administration and in the returns their
investments in reputation might yield.

Take museums again. More than ever, their authorities must manage their
institutionsʼ attractiveness for funding agencies and private sponsors. Creating
symbolic value is their true mandate. The officials must present their museums
and programs as projects worthy of speculation by those searching for status in
relation to others in the sociocultural context. As such, the fate of museums
largely depends on whether their administrators earn the trust of donors and
sponsors by building the museumsʼ reputations. Contemporary art activists
appropriate museumsʼ need to build sponsor and trustee confidence as a tool.
They highlight the contradictions between the reputations museum directors seek
to build and the museumsʼ associations and affiliations, and emphasize the value-
creating potential of responsible practices. Disinvestment and anti-artwashing
campaigns such as Liberate Tate s̓ drive to end oil giant British Petroleum s̓ (BP)
sponsorship of London s̓ premier modern art museum, Decolonize This Place s̓
effort to persuade New York s̓ Whitney Museum of American Art to expel a
weapons-manufacturer trustee from its board, and Prescription Addiction
Intervention Now s̓ (P.A.I.N.) extensive performances compelling the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum to stop accepting gifts
from toxic philanthropists who have earned their wealth producing addictive
opioids, provide examples of how socially engaged artists can effect change. [14]
More than seeking to influence the sentiments of publics that might frequent
these museums, the art activists target the speculations of trustees and sponsors
who seek dividends of cultural capital, civic glory, and good public relations. As
museum authorities rely more on these figures, they become increasingly more
anxious about reassuring them than about keeping their commitments to their
publics.

Such tactics recognize that like firms, states, and people in our social media-
saturated societies, cultural institutions, too, depend more and more on their



symbolic value for their patronage. This dependence has altered how artists can
resist the institutions. The relentless focus on the museum, publication platform,
or educational site s̓ image and attractiveness in the eyes of potential users and
sponsors, and the fact that the behaviors of art institutions and the events
affecting them (in any existential register) are liable to cause them to either
appreciate or depreciate in standing, open the possibility to pressure institutions
into changing through public protests. [15]

More than raising public consciousness, the primary aim of these schemes is to
make directors and trustees of museums–as much as the administrators of art
schools and owners of galleries and publication firms–worry about the impact
their institutionsʼ questionable acts and associates might have on the overall value
of their reputations and assets. Like collectives such as Strike Debt that mobilize
enough debtors to give serious weight to the threat of a massive default, artists
whose work calls for “collective disruption” of art institutions conjure up the
specter of severe instability and put pressure on the institutionsʼ administrators.
[16] They know that good standing can translate into buzz, prestige, and various
forms of material support for the institutions. In like manner, notorious donors or
socially and environmentally irresponsible behavior can lead to a terrible
reputation and hence lack of confidence in the eyes of public users and private
patrons alike.

A key strategy of today s̓ art activists who seek to reform the policy and
governance of art institutions is to assess the moral and social value of the
institutionsʼ practices, exhibitions, collections, public missions, workplace
environments, board membership, and leadership. They know that, by definition,
only others can grant symbolic value. It is social–a function of an institution s̓
relationship with its constituents. They also know that donors and sponsors of
institutions are in pursuit of high regard, which the institution s̓ standing in the
community determines. In calling for pickets, boycotts, strikes, and occupations of
problematic cultural entities, contemporary art activists get directly involved in
determining reputation. Like the most significant social movements of our times,
from Black Lives Matter and #MeToo to migrant rights and climate justice
campaigns, the art activists focus on institutionsʼ traits and conduct and seek to
change the terms of the debate by way of realizing their own evaluations. Rather
than leaving it to the relationship between art institutions and their sponsors to
determine who deserves to be appreciated and for what projects, contemporary
art activists judge the targeted institutions for themselves and publicly manifest
their verdicts. Their objective is to decenter institutional authority and intensify
accountability. Highlighting reprehensible conduct and affiliation, they trouble the
art institutionsʼ value and make them seem unduly risky to public and private



patrons alike. In so doing, they decimate the asymmetrical and unequal relations
that have long structured the art field and increase the attractiveness of
alternatives that more justly distribute power, privilege, and resources.

–
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